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Abstract
We construct regular languages Ln, n 1, such that any NFA recognizing Ln needs Ω(nsc(Ln) · √nsc(Ln) ) transitions. Here
nsc(Ln) is the nondeterministic state complexity of Ln. Also, we study trade-offs between the number of states and the number of
transitions of an NFA. We show that adding one additional state can result in significant reductions in the number of transitions and
that there exist regular languages Ln, n 2, where the transition minimal NFA for Ln has more than c · nsc(Ln) states, for some
constant c > 1.
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1. Introduction
Recently there has been much work on descriptional complexity, or state complexity, of deterministic finite au-
tomata (DFAs, see Section 2 for definitions). The results are surveyed and more references can be found, for example,
in [6,16,27–29]. The state complexity of nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) operations has been investigated by
Holzer and Kutrib [13,14]. The minimal DFA equivalent to an arbitrary DFA can be constructed efficiently, whereas
Jiang and Ravikumar [19] have shown that minimization of NFAs is PSPACE-complete, even if the input is given
as a DFA, and Malcher [24] has shown that minimization remains NP-complete for classes of NFAs that are nearly
deterministic. A technique for proving lower bounds for the state complexity of NFAs has been given using fooling
sets, see Hromkovicˇ [15] or Glaister and Shallit [5]. Gruber and Holzer [9] show that it is computationally hard to
decide whether lower bounds given by the extended fooling set technique can be reached.
The number of transitions gives, in some sense, a more realistic measure for the size of an NFA than the number of
states. In a worst-case comparison of nondeterministic state complexity and transition complexity it has been recently
established by Gruber and Holzer [10] and by Kari [21] that there exist finite languages Ln, n  1, such that any
NFA for Ln needs Ω( nsc(Ln)
2
log(nsc(Ln)) ) transitions. Here nsc(L) is the nondeterministic state complexity of L. The above
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state complexity, can approach the quadratic upper bound. The lower bounds of [10,21] are proved using counting
arguments and the results do not yield efficiently constructible languages having a corresponding lower bound for
their transition complexity. Hromkovicˇ and Schnitger [17] give an explicit family of languages Ln defined over an
alphabet that depends on n such that nsc(Ln) ∈ O(n · 2n) and any (ε-free) NFA for Ln needs Ω(22n) transitions.
Additionally, [17] gives a nontrivial but weaker lower bound for the transition complexity of languages over a fixed
alphabet.
Here we give an explicit construction of a family of regular languages Ln over a fixed alphabet, n 1, such that
the nondeterministic state complexity of Ln is O(n) and any NFA for the language Ln needs Ω(n · √n ) transitions.
The lower bound relies on nontrivial combinatorial properties, namely on the existence of finite projective planes
of arbitrarily large order [2,20]. When considering the number of transitions as a function of the nondeterministic
state complexity, our lower bound is better than the one obtained in [17] for regular languages over a fixed alphabet.
It should be noted that the family of languages in [17] was designed for the purpose of maximizing the increase of
transition complexity when converting an ε-NFA to an NFA without ε-transitions, as opposed to maximizing transition
complexity as a function of nondeterministic state complexity.
Our lower bound applies to a specific family of regular languages. A topic for further research would be to extend
the result as a more general purpose technique for establishing lower bounds for transition complexity, in the spirit of
the methods studied in [5,15] for proving lower bounds for nondeterministic state complexity. The proof of our lower
bound result introduces techniques that may turn out to be useful for work in this direction.
We also study the trade-offs between nondeterministic state complexity and the number of transitions needed by an
NFA. By the strict transition complexity of a language L we mean the number of transitions needed by any NFA for L
with nsc(L) states. It turns out that already allowing one additional state can cause a drastic reduction in the number
of transitions, that is, there are languages Ln such that the strict transition complexity of Ln is Ω(n2) but if an NFA
for Ln can use nsc(Ln) + 1 states it needs only O(n) transitions. We show that for each k  1 there are languages
that exhibit an analogous gap in transition complexity when comparing NFAs that allow, respectively, k − 1 and k
additional states compared to the size of the state-minimal NFA. Also we show that there exist languages Ln, n 1,
such that for some constant c > 1 the transition minimal NFA for Ln uses at least c · nsc(Ln) states.
To conclude the introduction, we mention some earlier work on transition complexity. Upper and lower bounds
for the number of transitions of an NFA equivalent to a given regular expression have been obtained in [12,18,23]
and Schnitger [25] gives a tight lower bound for the regular expression-to-NFA conversion. The lower bounds use
variable size alphabets. Inapproximability results for minimizing the number of NFA transitions for a given regular
language are established by Gramlich and Schnitger [7] and Gruber and Holzer [11]. The nondeterministic transition
complexity of operations on regular languages is studied by the current authors in [3].
We note that the transition complexity of NFAs seems not to be related to the ambiguity of NFAs. Leung [22]
constructs, for each n 1, an exponentially ambiguous NFA An with n states such that any equivalent polynomially
ambiguous NFA needs 2n − 1 states. However, An has only 2n transitions.
2. Preliminaries
For n 1 denote [n] = {1, . . . , n}. The set of prefixes (respectively, suffixes) of a word w ∈ Σ∗ is denoted pref(w)
(respectively, suf(w)). The length of w ∈ Σ∗ is |w|.
For w = a1 · · ·as , s  1, ai ∈ Σ , i = 1, . . . , s, and 1 i, j  s the following notations are used for the prefix of w
of length i, and the suffix of w beginning from the j th position of w:
w[→ i] = a1a2 · · ·ai, w[j ←] = ajaj+1 · · ·as.
Also for 1 i  s and j  0, denote
w[i, j ] =
{
aiai+1 · · ·ai+j−1 if i + j − 1 s,
aiai+1 · · ·as otherwise.
Above w[i, j ] is the subword of length j starting at the ith symbol of w, if this subword is “inside” w and otherwise
w[i, j ] is the suffix of w starting at the ith position.
An NFA is denoted as A = (Σ,Q,q0,QF , δ) where Σ is the input alphabet, Q is the set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the
start state, QF ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states and δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q gives the set of transitions. By slight abuse of
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A can reach from q after reading w. A state q ∈ Q is useful if q is reachable from the start state and some accepting
state is reachable from q . It is well known that the set of useful states can be efficiently found [27] and, without loss
of generality, we assume that the NFAs under consideration have only useful states. Unless otherwise mentioned, by
an NFA we mean an automaton without ε-transitions. A DFA is an NFA with |{(q, a, q ′) ∈ δ: q ′ ∈ Q}|  1 for all
(q, a) ∈ Q×Σ .
The nondeterministic state complexity of a regular language L is the smallest number of states of any NFA recog-
nizing L. It is denoted as nsc(L). Generally, we consider the transition complexity of a language L as a function of
nsc(L).
Definition 2.1. Let L be a regular language. The (nondeterministic) transition complexity of L, tc(L), is the smallest
number of transitions of any NFA that recognizes L.
For k  0, the k-strict transition complexity of L, stck(L), is the smallest number of transitions of any NFA A for L
such that A has at most nsc(L)+ k states.
The 0-strict transition complexity of L is simply called the strict transition complexity of L. For a regular lan-
guage L, the strict transition complexity of L is the smallest number of transitions needed by any NFA for L that has
nsc(L) states. The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.1. For any regular language L and k  0,
nsc(L)− 1 tc(L) stck+1(L) stck(L).
To conclude this section we introduce some notation and recall results from combinatorics that will be used for the
constructive lower bound for NFA transition complexity.
Definition 2.2. For n > k  1, a one-overlap (n, k)-family is a collection of n subsets of [n],
Δ(n, k) = {D1, . . . ,Dn}, Di ⊆ [n], i = 1, . . . , n,
such that |Di | = k, i = 1, . . . , n, and |Di ∩Dj | 1 for all i 
= j , 1 i, j  n.
We define φ :N→N by setting φ(n) = kn, where kn is the greatest integer such that a one-overlap (n, kn)-family
exists.
It is easy to verify an Ω(logn) lower bound for the function φ(n), however, we can get a better lower bound by
relying on results from combinatorics.
We recall that a finite projective plane of order q consists of a set of q2 + q + 1 elements called “points” and a
set of q2 + q + 1 “lines” each consisting of q + 1 points such that any two lines meet at a unique point, see, e.g.,
Cameron [2] or Jukna [20]. Thus, a projective plane of order q gives a one-overlap (q2 + q + 1, q + 1)-family.
It is known that when q is a power of a prime number, a projective plane of order q exists and it has an explicit
construction based on a finite field containing q elements [1,2,20]. This is stated as the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. A projective plane of order q can be constructed when q is a prime power.
Thus, when q is a prime power,1 φ(q2 + q + 1) q + 1.
Corollary 2.1. φ(n) ∈ Ω(√n ).
A binary De Bruijn sequence of order r , r  1, is a circular binary sequence of length 2r such that every binary
word of length r occurs in the circular sequence. Since the length of a De Bruijn sequence of order r equals the
number of binary words of length r , any word of length r occurs there in a unique position. The following result is
well known.
1 When q is a prime power, in fact, φ(q2 + q + 1) = q + 1 by the De Bruijn–Erdös theorem [2].
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Proposition 2.2. (See [26].) For any r  1, binary De Bruijn sequences of order r exist (with an explicit construction).
Suppose that w is the word obtained by “cutting” a circular binary De Bruijn sequence of order r at an arbitrary
point and let u be the prefix of w of length r − 1. We call a word wu constructed in this way a binary De Bruijn word
of order r . Note that wu is a binary word of length 2r + r − 1 having the property that any word of length r occurs in
wu in a unique position.
3. Nonlinear lower bound for NFA transition complexity
We construct a family of languages Ln, n 1, such that any NFA for Ln requires provably Ω(nsc(Ln) ·√nsc(Ln) )
transitions. The intuitive idea of the construction is that we define languages where the corresponding NFAs consist
of two “parts” that require a large number of “connections,” and the language is designed in a way that prevents
“funneling” large numbers of connections through a single state.
3.1. Definition of a language associated with a binary relation
We begin by defining a class of finite languages with particular properties. Consider a fixed n  1. We define a
particular language associated with each binary relation on [n].
Let r  1 be the smallest integer such that n 2r and let α ∈ {0,1}2r+r−1 be a binary De Bruijn word of order r .
The word α can be constructed as explained after Proposition 2.2.
For 1 i  n, we define
f (i) = α[i, r]. (1)
Note that since i + r − 1 |α|, f (i) is the subword of α of length r beginning at position i. Since α is a De Bruijn
word of order r the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 3.1. For 1 i  n, the subword f (i) occurs in only one position in α.
In the remainder of this section let Σ = {0,1,$}.
Let ωn ⊆ [n] × [n] be an arbitrary binary relation. Now we define the language L(ωn) ⊆ Σ∗ as follows:
L(ωn) =
{
α[→ i + r − 1] $ α[j ←] ∣∣ (i, j) ∈ ωn}. (2)
Intuitively, the language L(ωn) can be described as follows. For each (i, j) ∈ ωn, L(ωn) contains all words beginning
with the prefix of α that ends with the unique occurrence of the subword f (i), followed by the middle marker $ and
the suffix of α beginning with the unique occurrence of the subword f (j).
The language L(ωn) is recognized by an NFA Aωn consisting of two chains of 2r + r states that are connected
with transitions labeled by the sequence of symbols occurring in α. The NFA Aωn is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the figure,
α = a1 · · ·a2r+r−1, ax ∈ {0,1}, x = 1, . . . ,2r + r − 1. The NFA Aωn has a $-transition connecting the (i + r)th state
of the lower chain to the j th state of the upper chain for every (i, j) ∈ ωn, however, for simplicity the figure shows
only one $-transition.
Since r was chosen to be minimal such that n  2r , 2r < 2n holds and we get the following estimate for
nsc(L(ωn)).
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Lemma 3.2. Let ωn be an arbitrary binary relation on [n], n 1. Then nsc(L(ωn)) ∈ O(n).
3.2. Funnels
Next we introduce terminology associated with an arbitrary NFA recognizing one of the languages defined above.
We use graph theoretic arguments and below we refer to transitions and states of the NFA interchangeably as edges
and nodes, respectively, of the corresponding state graph.
Let A = (Σ,Q,q0,QF , δ) be an NFA recognizing L(ωn). In the following α and r are chosen (depending on n)
as in the previous subsection.
Let k  1. We say that a state q2 is k-reachable from a state q1 if, for some word w ∈ Σk , q2 ∈ δ(q1,w). If the
above holds we say also that q2 is k-reachable from q1 via the word w. Note that k-reachability refers to reachability
using a word of length exactly k.
Definition 3.1. By a funnel edge (or transition) we mean any edge e of the underlying graph of A labeled by $. A
funnel of A is a triple (e,Ein,Eout) where e is a funnel edge, Ein consists of exactly the states q ∈ Q such that the
in-node of e is r-reachable from q and Eout consists of exactly the states p ∈ Q that are r-reachable from the out-
node of e. The triple (e,Ein,Eout) is referred to as the funnel associated with e. Elements of Ein are the in-states and
elements of Eout are the out-states of the funnel.
When we say that “a state q belongs to a funnel”, this means that q is in the set Ein or Eout associated with the
funnel. The definition of funnels is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Below we establish some properties of A. Without loss of generality we can assume that A has a single accepting
state, QF = {qf }. This follows from the observation that any word of L(ωn) ends with a unique suffix of length r .
For 1 i  n we define the following subsets of Q:
B(i) = δ(q0, α[→ (i − 1)]),
C(i) = {q ∈ Q ∣∣ qf ∈ δ(q,α[(i + r) ←])}.
The set B(i) consists of states that are reachable from the start state using the prefix of α having length i − 1. The set
C(i) consists of states that can accept the suffix of α starting from the (i + r)th position of α.
The sets B(i) and B(j) (respectively, C(i) and C(j)), i 
= j , may in general contain common elements. However,
the crucial property that will be used in our lower bound estimate is that if a state q belongs to some funnel, then q can
belong to at most one of the sets B(i), 1 i  n (respectively, at most one of the sets C(i), 1 i  n). This property
will be stated in Lemma 3.4 below.
Lemma 3.3.
(i) If a state q ∈ B(i), 1 i  n, is in the funnel associated with edge e, then the in-node of e is reachable from q
via the word f (i) (as in (1)), and f (i) is the only word of length r with this property.
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(ii) If a state q ∈ C(i), 1 i  n, is in the funnel associated with edge e, then q is reachable from the out-node of e
via word f (i) (as in (1)), and q is not reachable from the out-node of e using any other word of length r .
(iii) There exist states p ∈ B(i) and q ∈ C(j) belonging to the same funnel if and only if (i, j) ∈ ωn, 1 i, j  n.
Proof. (i) Since all states of A are useful, q ∈ B(i) can only occur as an in-state in a funnel. (Note that any accepting
computation of A can contain only one occurrence of $. Hence, if q ∈ B(i) would be an out-state of a funnel, an
accepting state has to be reachable from q along a word not containing $.) If q ∈ B(i) is an in-state of the funnel
corresponding to e, the in-state of e is reachable from q along a word w of length r . By the definition of B(i) and the
fact that all states of A are useful, A accepts some word having prefix α[→ (i−1)]w, which means that α[→ (i−1)]w
has to be a prefix of α, and hence w = f (i) follows from (1). The case (ii) is completely symmetric to (i).
(iii) Consider arbitrary states p ∈ B(i) and q ∈ C(j), 1 i, j  n, that are respectively an in-state and an out-state
of the funnel associated with e. From (i) and (ii) above we know that the in-state of e is reachable from p along word
f (i) and q is reachable from the out-state of e along f (j). Since the state p must be reachable from the start state
and an accepting state must be reachable from q , from the definition (2) it follows that (i, j) ∈ ωn. The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Conversely, if (i, j) ∈ ωn, A must have an accepting computation path P containing a funnel-edge e that connects
a state corresponding to the prefix of α of length i + r − 1 to a state that reaches an accepting state along the suffix
of α that begins at position j . Let F be the funnel associated with e. On the path P , the state p′ corresponding to the
prefix α[→ (i − 1)] is in B(i) and p′ is an in-state of F . The state q ′ that is r-reachable from the out-state of e is in
C(j) and q ′ is an out-state of F . 
The sets of in-states and sets of out-states of a funnel correspond to, respectively, unique prefixes and unique
suffixes of α, as stated in the below lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
(i) If q ∈ Q belongs to some funnel, then q cannot be in distinct sets B(i) and B(j), i 
= j .
(ii) If q ∈ Q belongs to some funnel, then q cannot be in distinct sets C(i) and C(j), i 
= j .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, f (i) 
= f (j) when i 
= j . Hence (i) follows from Lemma 3.3(i) when we recall that the
funnel-edge can be reached from in-states of a funnel along a word of length r . The claim (ii) follows similarly from
Lemma 3.3(ii). 
Let F be a funnel. The set pairs(F ) is defined to consist of all pairs (i, j) such that some in-state of F is in B(i)
and some out-state of F is in C(j). We note that
pairs(F ) = {i ∣∣ B(i) has an in-state of F}× {j ∣∣ C(j) has an out-state of F}.
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pairs(F) =
⋃
F∈F
pairs(F ).
Lemmas 3.3(iii) and 3.4 give the following property concerning the set of all funnels of A.
Lemma 3.5. If F consists of all funnels of the NFA A, then
pairs(F) = ωn.
By the count of a set of funnels F we mean the cardinality of the set pairs(F). By Lemma 3.5, we know that the
count of the set of all funnels can be quadratic in n. Hence the crucial question is how the count of a set of funnels
relates to the number of transitions that are needed in the NFA to “realize” the funnels. Note that relations like
less_thann =
{
(i, j)
∣∣ 1 i < j  n},
not_equaln =
{
(i, j)
∣∣ i 
= j,1 i, j  n}
require Ω(n2) connections through the funnels and, in light of the seemingly strong properties of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5,
such languages might look potentially promising for establishing nonlinear lower bounds for transition complexity.
It is easy to see that the languages L(less_thann) and L(not_equaln) can be recognized by NFAs having O(n · logn)
transitions. However, it turns out to be difficult to prove lower bounds, and depending on the distribution of letters in
the words f (i), the languages could conceivably be recognized using much fewer transitions.
3.3. Relations corresponding to one-overlap families
Here we define a family of binary relations ωn, n 1, such that tc(L(ωn)), n 1, has a lower bound Ω(n · √n ).
Let Δ(n,φ(n)) = {D1, . . . ,Dn} be a fixed one-overlap (n,φ(n))-family as in Definition 2.2. Define
ωn =
{
(i, j)
∣∣ j ∈ Di, 1 i, j  n}. (3)
Let A = (Σ,Q,q0,QF , δ) be an arbitrary NFA recognizing the language L(ωn), where ωn is as in (3). Using the
set of funnels of A, as defined in the previous subsection, we provide a lower bound for the number of transitions
of A.
Lemma 3.6. For any funnel F of A, one of the following conditions holds:
(i) there exists i ∈ [n] such that all in-states of F are in B(i), or
(ii) there exists j ∈ [n] such that all out-states of F are in C(j).
Proof. Suppose that F has in-states in B(i1) and B(i2), i1 
= i2, and out-states in C(j1) and C(j2), j1 
= j2. By
Lemma 3.3(iii) it follows that (ix, jy) ∈ ωn, x, y ∈ {1,2}. By (3), j1, j2 ∈ Di1 ∩Di2 . This contradicts the one-overlap
property of {D1, . . . ,Dn}. 
By the graph representation of a set of funnels F we mean the smallest subgraph G of the state graph of the NFA
A such that, for all F ∈F , G contains all paths from any in-state of F to any out-state of F .
Lemma 3.7. For any set of funnels F , the number of edges in the graph representation of F is greater than or equal
to the count of F .
Proof. We prove the claim using induction on the number of funnels in F . By Lemma 3.4, the claim holds for any
single funnel (actually, an individual funnel needs many more edges, see Remark 3.1 below).
Inductively, assume that the count of a collection of funnels F = {F1, . . . ,Fk} is not greater than the number of
edges in the graph representation of F , and consider a collection of funnels F ′ = {F1, . . . ,Fk,Fk+1}.
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By Lemma 3.6, we know that either Fk+1 has in-states in only one of the sets B(i) or out-states in only one of the
sets C(j). Here we consider the situation where Fk+1 has in-states in only one set B(x), x ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and out-states
in sets
C(j1), . . . ,C(jz), (4)
where j1, . . . , jz, are pairwise distinct, z 1. The other possibility is completely symmetric.
We consider the two possible ways how Fk+1 can share some out-states with a funnel Fi ∈F , 1 i  k.
(i) Consider the case where Fi , 1  i  k, has an in-state in B(x). Now, if Fi has out-states in some set C(js) as
in (4), 1 s  z, the out-states of Fk+1 in the set C(js) do not increase the count of the set of funnels F ′ since
the pair (x, js) is already included in the count of F . Thus in this case, it does not matter if corresponding to js
we do not need to include an additional edge for the graph representation of F ′.
(ii) Next we consider the case where Fk+1 shares out-states with some funnel Fi , 1  i  k, that is not as above in
(i), i.e., Fi does not have in-states in B(x).
In this case Fk+1 can share with Fi out-states in only one of the sets C(js) as in (4), 1 s  z. This means that,
in order to connect the state(s) of C(js) with the state(s) of B(x), the graph representation of F ′ needs for each
shared set C(js) at least one edge that does not appear in the graph representation of F .
Above, note that if the graph representation of F ′ would try to “peel off”, using a single edge, from the graph
representation of F some state(s) belonging to C(js1) and some state(s) belonging to C(js2), js1 
= js2 , then these
states need to be connected in the graph representation of F . Thus the states would need to be out-states of one
funnel Fi ∈F , where Fi does not have in-states in B(x) (since the other possibility was considered in (i) before).
Let y ∈ [n], y 
= x, be such that the in-states of Fi are in B(y). Then js1, js2 ∈ Dx ∩Dy , which is a contradiction
since {D1, . . . ,Dn} is a one-overlap (n,φ(n))-family. The situation in this case is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Above in (i) and (ii) we have seen that for each pair (x, js) that is not already included in the count of F , the graph
representation of F ′ needs at least one edge that does not occur in the graph representation of F . It follows that the
count of F ′ is not greater than the number of edges in the graph representation of F ′. 
Remark 3.1. In the proof of Lemma 3.7, note that an individual funnel F naturally needs essentially more edges than
the count of {F }. In particular, if F has a single in-state (or a single out-state) this state has to be connected to the
funnel edge by a path of length r . However, when considering a set of funnels we cannot guarantee that the different
paths of length r would not overlap, and therefore they are not included in the estimate.
Typically, the number of edges in the graph representation of a set of funnels F can be much larger than the count
of F . This happens, for example, if the NFA A is ambiguous and some sets B(i) or C(j) are not singletons.
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tc
(
L(ωn)
) ∈ Ω(nsc(L(ωn)) ·
√
nsc
(
L(ωn)
) )
. (5)
Proof. Let An be any NFA for L(ωn) and let F be the set of all funnels of An. By Lemma 3.7, tc(L(ωn)) is at least
the count of F .
Lemma 3.5 gives that the count of F equals the cardinality of ωn which is n · φ(n). By Corollary 2.1, tc(L(ωn)) ∈
Ω(n · √n ). The relation (5) holds since by Lemma 3.2 we know that nsc(L(ωn)) ∈ O(n). 
It is probably difficult to find good estimates for the size of one-overlap families except by relying on the existence
of projective planes. Except when q is a prime power, very little is known about the existence of projective planes of
order q . (They do not exist for values 6 or 10.) By modifying the definition of ωn, when n is not of the form q2 +q +1
for a prime power q , in Theorem 3.1 we can easily define ωn for all values of n such that tc(L(ωn)) will be monotonic
with respect to n. Instead of (3) we can define ωn using any collection of n subsets of [n] where the intersection of
any two sets has cardinality at most one. Note that the proof of Theorem 3.1 does not use the property that the subsets
have uniform size. In this way we can construct relations ωn, n 1, with monotonically increasing cardinality that is
guaranteed to reach n · √n infinitely often.
The languages L(ωn) are defined over a three-letter alphabet. It is easy to see that encoding the symbols over a
binary alphabet does not cause any problems with the above argument that establishes the lower bound. For example,
by doubling the length of α we can define α so that every symbol in an even position is a 1 and then encode $ as 00.
Corollary 3.1. We can construct languages Ln, n 1, over a binary alphabet such that nsc(Ln) ∈ O(n) and tc(Ln) ∈
Ω(n · √n ).
To conclude this section, we compare the lower bound with the earlier result due to Hromkovicˇ and Schnitger [17].
The following lower bound result follows from the construction of [17].
Proposition 3.1. (See [17].) There exist regular languages Kn, n  1, over a binary alphabet such that nsc(Kn) ∈
O(n · logn) and any NFA for Kn (without ε-transitions) needs at least n · 2c·
√
logn transitions for every c < 1/2.
The result of Proposition 3.1 was developed for a different purpose, namely to measure the overhead involved in
eliminating ε-transitions from NFAs. When viewing transition complexity for fixed alphabet size as a function of
nondeterministic state complexity, the lower bound of Corollary 3.1 is better. Also, the existence of the languages
Kn used in Proposition 3.1 is shown using a counting argument in [17]. On the other hand, [17] gives an explicit
construction of languages defined over alphabets of variable size (depending on n) that have a stronger transition
complexity lower bound than the one given in Corollary 3.1.
4. Strict transition complexity
Here we study trade-offs between the number of states and the number of transitions, i.e., the situations where
stck(L), k  0, may be much larger than tc(L). As one expects, it is much easier to establish lower bounds for the
k-strict transition complexity than general lower bounds for the number of transitions when the number of states is
not fixed.
We show that, for any fixed k  1, there exist languages Ln, n 2, having (k − 1)-strict transition complexity in
Ω(n2) but by allowing the use of one more state, i.e., a total of k “additional” states compared to the size of the state
minimal NFA, the number of transitions can be reduced to O(n).
Earlier, Gruber and Holzer [8] have given examples of languages L′n, n  1, where nsc(L′n) = 3n and the state
minimal NFA for L′n needs Ω(n2) transitions, whereas L′n has a DFA with 4n+ 1 states and 6n+ 1 transitions.
Let n 2. Denote
L1,n =
(
an−1b
)∗pref(an−1b)− (an−1b)∗,
L2,n = suf
(
cn−1d
)(
cn−1d
)∗pref(cn−1d)∩ {c, d}+.
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= L1,n since in h(L2,n)
the first occurrence of b may be preceded by fewer than n− 1 symbols a.
Now we define for k  1,
Ln[k] =
{
L1,n(L2,n · h(L2,n))(k−1)/2L2,n when k is odd,
L1,n(L2,n · h(L2,n))k/2 when k is even. (6)
Intuitively, Ln[k] is obtained by catenating to the language L1,n ·L2,n, k−1 marked copies of L2,n where consecutive
copies are alternately over alphabets {a, b} and {c, d}.
In the following lemmas we establish that k-strict (respectively, (k − 1)-strict) transition complexity of Ln[k]
is linear (respectively, quadratic) as a function of nsc(Ln[k]). First we determine the precise nondeterministic state
complexity of Ln[k].
Lemma 4.1. For languages Ln[k], n 2, we have nsc(Ln[k]) = (k + 1)n.
Proof. It is easy to see that Ln[k] can be recognized by an NFA with (k + 1)n states that form k + 1 cycles of length
n, C1, . . . ,Ck+1, and each state of Ci has a transition to each state of Ci+1, 1 i  k, with the exception that there
are no transitions from the initial state of C1 to states of C2. For odd i (respectively, even i), each transition from Ci
to Ci+1 is labeled with the appropriate symbol c or d (respectively, a or b).
In order to establish that any NFA for Ln[k] needs (k + 1)n states we introduce some terminology (that will be
useful also later in the proof of Lemma 4.3). We observe that every word w ∈ Ln[k] has a unique decomposition
w = w1w2 · · ·wk+1, where wi ∈ {a, b}+ when i is odd, and, wi ∈ {c, d}+ when i is even, (7)
1  i  k + 1. Above the subword wi is called the ith component, 1  i  k + 1, of w ∈ Ln[k]. We say that words
that are not of the form (7) are illegal.
Let A = (Σ,Q,q0,QF , δ) be any NFA recognizing Ln[k]. It follows that for every transition e ∈ δ there exists
1  i(e)  k + 1 such that in any computation of A on w ∈ Ln[k] that uses transition e, the symbol consumed by
transition e is from the i(e)th component of w. The value i(e) is called the level of the transition e. Note that if, for
some transition e, the level i(e) would not be uniquely defined, A would necessarily accept illegal words (because all
states are useful).
Let q be some state of A and let e1 and e2 be any transitions (incoming or outgoing) connected to q . It is easy to
see that |i(e1)− i(e2)| is either 0 or 1, because otherwise A would accept illegal words. Also, the following property
holds for the same reason.
Claim 1. If e1 is an incoming transition and e2 an outgoing transition of q , then i(e1) i(e2).
We note that Ln[k] has words as in (7) where the ith component when i is odd (respectively, even) is (an−1b)x
(respectively, (cn−1d)x ) for arbitrarily large integers x. Since we know that each transition has a unique level, it
follows that A must have k + 1 cycles of length at least n that do not share any transitions. Note that if wi is the ith
component, every occurrence of b (respectively, d) in wi except the first one, is preceded by exactly n− 1 symbols a
(respectively, c) and this implies that the cycles could not be shorter than n. Now Claim 1 implies that any two cycles
also cannot share a state. Thus A needs (k + 1)n states. 
Lemma 4.2. For fixed k  1 and languages Ln[k], n 2, as in (6) we have stck(Ln[k]) ∈ O(n).
Proof. It is easy to construct an NFA An,k with (k + 1)n+ k states where the number of transitions is linear in n. As
in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can have disjoint cycles of length n, C1, . . . ,Ck+1 and we can introduce “funnel states”
fi such that there is a transition from each state of Ci to fi and a transition from fi to each state of the cycle Ci+1,
1 i  k, with the exception that there is no transition from the (n− 1)st state of C1 to f1. Additionally, consecutive
funnel states are connected by transitions labeled with c and d , or with a and b, to simulate computations where we
read only one symbol from the cycle in between.
We leave the details of the construction of the NFA An,k to the reader. The NFA A4,2 is depicted in Fig. 5. In
general, An,k has (k + 1)n+ k states and (3k + 1)n+ 2k − 3 transitions. 
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Lemma 4.3. For fixed k  1 and languages Ln[k], n 2, as in (6),
stck−1
(
Ln[k]
) ∈ Ω(n2).
Proof. In the following assume that A is an arbitrary NFA recognizing Ln[k] and having at most
nsc
(
Ln[k]
)+ k − 1 = (k + 1)n+ k − 1
states. Since k is fixed, without loss of generality we can assume that n is larger than k.
Following the proof of Lemma 4.1, we associate a unique level with each transition of A (and rely on Claim 1).
Also, we recall from the proof of Lemma 4.1 that each word of Ln[k] has a unique decomposition into k+1 subwords
in {a, b}+ and {c, d}+ and these are called components of the word.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we see that A must have k + 1 disjoint cycles C1, . . . ,Ck+1 of length n where,
for odd i, Ci consists of n − 1 a-transitions and one b-transition having level i, and for even j , Cj consists of n − 1
c-transitions and one d-transition having level j . Since n is chosen to be larger than k, it is not possible that the length
of some cycle would be a multiple of n.
Note that the cycles C1, . . . ,Ck+1 need not, in general, be unique and the computations of A on a “long” component
of a word in Ln[k] may even go through several partially overlapping cycles. The cycles C1, . . . ,Ck+1 are simply some
(arbitrarily) chosen cycles of length n with the property that all transitions in Ci have level i, 1 i  k + 1.
By a supplementary state of A we mean a state q that does not belong to any of the above chosen cycles
C1, . . . ,Ck+1. The set of supplementary states is denoted by Qsup. A supplementary state may be part of some other
cycle, e.g., it can be connected by in-transitions and out-transitions to a cycle Ci in a way that the resulting loop again
has length n. However, we note that from the form of words of Ln[k] it follows immediately that A cannot have a
cycle of length less than n. Hence, the following claim follows from the choice k < n.
Claim 2. There can be no cycle consisting only of supplementary states.
We say that a state p is outside-reachable from a state q if there exists a path from q to p where all the intermediate
states are in Qsup. Note that the definition requires only that the intermediate states are in Qsup, the states p and q
may or may not be supplementary, depending on the context. In particular, if there is a transition from q to p, then p
is outside-reachable from q .
The following claim says, roughly, that if some state is connected to and from states in a cycle Ci it can be
connected only to few states of Ci , and the number of such states depends only on k.
Claim 3. Let q be a supplementary state and 1 i  k+ 1. Let Ri be the set of states of Ci that are outside-reachable
from q , and Si be the set of states p of Ci such that q is outside-reachable from p. We claim that
(i) If Si 
= ∅, then |Ri | < k.
(ii) If Ri 
= ∅, then |Si | < k.
Proof. We consider part (i) of the claim and the case where i is odd. The case where i is even is analogous. Assume
that Si 
= ∅. If Ri = ∅ there is nothing to prove. Claim 1 implies that all edges of a cycle must have the same level.
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= ∅, q is part of a cycle connected to Ci , and since the level of edges in Ci is i (with i odd), all edges in this
cycle must be labeled by symbols a and b.
For any supplementary state s, if s is outside-reachable from the cycle Ci , then there can be a direct transition
from s to at most one state of Ci . Note that if there would be transitions from s to two distinct states of Ci this would
produce a cycle of length less than n. Since the number of supplementary states is k − 1, the above means that there
can be paths originating from the state q , where the intermediate states are all in Qsup, to at most k − 1 states of Ci .
Exactly the same argument works for (ii), we just consider the cycles in reversed direction. This concludes the
proof of Claim 3 and we continue with the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
We say that a supplementary state q is an (i, i + 1)-funnel, 1 i  k, if q is outside-reachable from at least k states
of Ci , and, at least k states of Ci+1 are outside-reachable from q .
First we observe that if q ∈ Qsup is an (i, i + 1)-funnel and a (j, j + 1)-funnel where i + 1 < j , then q is reachable
from states of Cj and states of Ci+1 are reachable from q which produces a cycle that necessarily violates Claim 1.
Secondly, if q ∈ Qsup is an (i, i + 1)-funnel and an (i + 1, i + 2)-funnel, then q would outside-reachable from at
least k states of Ci+1, and at least k states of Ci+1 would be outside-reachable from q . This is impossible by Claim 3.
Thus, we have shown that any supplementary state can be an (i, i + 1)-funnel for at most one value 1 i  k. By
the pigeon-hole principle there exists i1 ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that there is no (i1, i1 + 1)-funnel. To simplify notations,
we consider in the following the case where i1 is odd. The case for even i1 is similar.
We note that A has to accept words w as in (7), where the i1th component is of the form(
an−1b
)x
ar , 0 r  n− 1, x  1, (8)
and the (i1 + 1)st component is of the form
cs
(
dcn−1
)y
d, 0 s  n− 1, y  1. (9)
When i1 = 1, the condition in (8) needs to exclude the case r = 0. The modification does not influence the below
argument, and we do not mention this case separately below.
Since the number of supplementary states k is smaller than n, in accepting computations on words with i1th and
(i1 + 1)th components as in (8) and (9), respectively, A must enter the cycles Ci1 and Ci1+1. The i1th components (8)
can end with any suffix ar , 0  r  n − 1 corresponding to different states of Ci1 and need to be connected to any
prefix cs , 0 s  n − 1 of the (i1 + 1)th component (9). That is, the edge of Ci1 labeled by b must be connected to
the edge of Ci1+1 labeled by d by
any path of the form arcs, 0 r, s  n− 1. (10)
Consider a fixed supplementary state q . If q is outside-reachable from more than k states of Ci1 , then at most k − 1
states of Ci1+1 are outside-reachable from q , since otherwise q would be an (i1, i1 + 1)-funnel. To get a very rough
upper bound, we can assume that q is outside-reachable from all n states of Ci1 by as many cycle-free paths as can go
through all the k − 1 supplementary states. (This is a worst case estimate and, in particular, would mean that the same
supplementary states could not be used between cycles Cj and Cj+1 where |i1 − j | 2.)
By Claim 2, q can be outside-reachable from a fixed state p of Ci1 only by a finite number of paths that depends
only on k (i.e., the number of such paths does not depend on n). Thus, at most n · (k − 1) · f (k) of the paths (10) can
go through q where f (k) is the number of cycle-free paths through at most k − 1 states that use alphabet {a, b, c, d}.
The other case, where at least k distinct states of Ci1+1 are outside reachable from q , is completely symmetric.
Thus at most ck ·n of the n2 paths (10) can go through a given supplementary state, where ck is a constant depending
on k. Since the number of supplementary states is k − 1, the NFA A needs Ω(n2) direct transitions between states of
Ci1 and Ci1+1. 
By Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we have the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Let k  1 be fixed. There exist regular languages Ln[k], n 2, such that
(i) stck(Ln[k]) ∈ O(nsc(Ln[k])),
(ii) stck−1(Ln[k]) ∈ Ω(nsc(Ln[k])2).
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The languages Ln[k] in (6) are defined over a four letter alphabet. Using any reasonable encoding, the result of
Theorem 4.1 holds also for languages over a binary alphabet.
Note that Theorem 4.1(i) and Lemma 2.1 imply that also tc(Ln[k]) is in O(nsc(Ln[k])). In particular, by Lem-
mas 4.2 and 4.3, for any fixed integer k there exist languages Ln, n 2, with tc(Ln) ∈ O(n), such that any NFAs for
Ln with at most nsc(Ln)+ k states need Ω(n2) transitions.
Finally, we show that there exist families of regular languages where the number of “additional” states in transition-
minimal NFAs is not bounded by any constant. We show that the number of states required by transition minimal NFAs
for a family of regular languages may be c times the size of the state minimal NFAs for the same languages, for some
c > 1.
Theorem 4.2. There exist regular languages Ln, n 2, such that nsc(Ln) = 5n − 3 and any transition minimal NFA
for Ln has at least 6n− 4 states.
Proof. Let Γ = {a, b, c, d, e}, Σ = Γ ∪ {$} and define
Ln =
{
xi$yj
∣∣ x ∈ {a, b, c}, y ∈ {d, e}, i + j = n}∪ {xn ∣∣ x ∈ Γ }.
Consider the set of pairs of words
Pn =
{(
ε, an
)
,
(
an, ε
)}∪ {(xi, xj ) ∣∣ x ∈ Γ, i + j = n, 1 i, j  n− 1}.
The set Pn satisfies the conditions of the fooling set lower bound technique of, e.g., Hromkovicˇ [15] or Glaister and
Shallit [5, Theorem 1]. It follows that any NFA for Ln needs at least |Pn| = 5n− 3 states. On the other hand, it is easy
to construct an NFA for Ln (n 2) with 5n− 3 states and therefore nsc(Ln) = 5n− 3. The construction for n = 4 is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
Let A = (Σ,Q,q0,QF , δ) be an arbitrary transition minimal NFA for Ln. We say that a state q ∈ Q has depth r ,
r  0, if q is reachable from q0 on input w where w has exactly r symbols of Γ (that is, the symbol $ is ignored when
considering depth). By the depth of a transition (q1, x, q2) ∈ δ, q1, q2 ∈ Q, x ∈ Σ , we mean the depth of q1. Since
all words of Ln have exactly n symbols of Γ (and all states of Q are useful), it follows that any state of Q and any
transition of δ has a unique depth.
Let Cx be some accepting computation of A on input xn, x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}. Let rx,i ∈ Q be the state of the compu-
tation Cx corresponding to prefix xi , 1 i  n. We claim that rx,i 
= ry,j when (x, i) 
= (y, j), x, y ∈ {a, b, c, d, e},
1 i, j  n − 1. Since any state has a unique depth, rx,i and ry,j are distinct when i 
= j . Also, since in the compu-
tation Cx an accepting state is reachable from rx,i with input xn−i we have ry,i 
= rx,i when y 
= x, 1 i  n− 1.
Hence for each 1  i  n − 1, A has at least five states of depth i. Now assume that A has only five states of
depth i, 1 i  n. Thus from the above we know that the set of depth i states is {ra,i , rb,i , rc,i , rd,i , re,i}. We claim
that in this case A needs at least 11 transitions of depth i (i.e., 11 transitions originating from states of depth i). First
we note that for x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}, there must be a transition labeled by x from the state rx,i to a state of depth i + 1.
Also, for each x ∈ {a, b, c} there must be a $-transition from the state of rx,i to the state of ry,i , where y ∈ {d, e}.
Now the number of transitions of A can be reduced by one as follows. We remove the six $-transitions originating
from states rx,i , x ∈ {a, b, c}. We introduce a new state pi with incoming $-transitions from rx,i , for each x ∈ {a, b, c},
such that pi has outgoing transitions labeled by d and e, respectively, to states qd and qe where an accepting state is
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these properties. It is possible that qd = qe but if this is the case, computations starting from this state can accept only
dn−i−1 and en−i−1. Thus our modified NFA recognizes the same language Ln and has one fewer transition than A.
This contradicts the transition minimality of A.
We have seen that an NFA that uses a minimal number of transitions has to have at least 6 states of each depth
1  i  n − 1. Additionally, an NFA for Ln needs a state of depth zero and a state of depth n, and it follows that a
transition minimal NFA for Ln needs at least 6n− 4 states. 
5. Conclusion
We have given an explicit construction of regular languages Ln, n  1, over a fixed alphabet having nondeter-
ministic state complexity in O(n), such that the transition complexity of Ln is Ω(n
3
2 ). Still, this does not reach the
lower bound Ω( n2logn ) obtained using probabilistic combinatorial methods [10,21]. Naturally the main open question is
whether it is possible to prove that for all families of regular languages Ln, n 1, with nsc(Ln) ∈ O(n), the transition
complexity satisfies tc(Ln) ∈ o(n2).
We would like to have more general purpose tools for proving transition complexity lower bounds, in the spirit of
the techniques considered in [5,15] for nondeterministic state complexity lower bounds. It remains to be seen whether
the notions associated with funnels and one-overlap families that were introduced for the result of Theorem 3.1 can
be extended in this way.
Theorem 4.2 gives a family of regular languages Ln where any transition minimal NFA for Ln has at least c ·
nsc(Ln) states where c ≈ 6/5. By using a larger alphabet, the constant c can be increased. We conjecture that for
any regular language L over an alphabet Σ the number of states in a transition minimal NFA for L is bounded by
cΣ · nsc(L) where cΣ is a constant depending only on the alphabet.
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